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Abstract Due to wire delays caused by shrinking down of circuit components, the control of a circuit using a
global clock has become more difficult. Since asynchronous circuits do not require such a global clock, they will be
the good candidate to solve this problem. In addition, due to the lack of the global clock, asynchronous circuits
offer a number of potential advantages such as low power consumption and electro-magnetic compatibility. On the
other hand, because of the requirement of hazard-freeness, asynchronous speed independent (SI) circuit, which is an
unbounded gate model, sometimes suffers from high area penalty more than synchronous one. Therefore, in order
to reduce area overhead, transduction method, a well used optimization method in multi-level logic, is extended for
hazard-free asynchronous SI circuits. In addition, we implemented it using JAVA.
Key words Asynchronous SI Circuits, Permissible Functions, Transduction Method, Hazards
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1. Introduction

Petrify

Since wire delay has become more dominant over gate deTechnology independent
circuits
or
Technology mapped
circuits

lay in deep sub-micron technologies (DSM), the control of a
circuit using a global clock is getting difficult. Asynchronous

Generated
circuits

circuits, free from such a global clock, become a potential
Calculation of
permissible
functions

solution for this problem. In addition, they offer a number
of potential advantages such as reduced risk of synchroniza-

Developed
optimization
engine

Optimization
based on the
transduction

tion failures, low power consumption, improved noise and
Optimized
logic circuits

electro-magnetic compatibility to name but a few.
Signal Transition Graphs (STGs), interpreted Petri Nets,

Fig. 1 Framework of this work

are one of the well used specifications to describe asynchronous behaviors. Starting from this specification, asyn-

transduction method. As an initial circuit, the logic func-

chronous logic synthesis tool petrify [2] synthesizes the

tions derived from an STG, are used. For such a given logic

corresponding asynchronous speed-independent (SI) circuit,

circuit, we calculate permissible functions. After the calcula-

where the circuit behaviors are correctly operated under any

tion of permissible functions, the circuit is optimized by the

gate delay.

transduction method while preserving hazard-freeness using

Even though petrify is well established for the synthesis

the notions of STG-based synthesis.

of asynchronous SI circuits, global optimizations using the

In the rest of the paper, we firstly show the basic notions of

relation of logic functions are not realized because each out-

STG-based synthesis (in section 2.). In section 3., the calcu-

put function is derived separately from the encoded state

lation of permissible functions in asynchronous SI controllers

graph. This sometimes causes redundant circuit such that

is discussed. In section 4., we show how to transform the

some function appears on the different logic networks. In

circuit preserving hazard-free conditions. Finally, we show

addition, hazard-freeness in asynchronous circuits also poses

the experimental results in section 5. and conclude this work

area overhead for the resulting circuit. From these points of

in section 6..

views, the optimization is one of the important issues in the

2. Background

synthesis of asynchronous circuits.
To answer this question, in this paper, we optimize asyn-

2. 1 Signal Transition Graph

chronous SI circuits globally, using don’t care space derived

Fig.2.a shows a simple interface between two modules in

from given circuit structures. The don’t care is exploited at

an asynchronous system, a master (e.g., a processor) and a

the whole circuit structure by calculating permissible func-

slave (e.g., memory). The interface involves two signal hand-

tions.

shakes, one for controlling the transmission of an address

Permissible functions [6] are functions guaranteeing that a

(add and addack ) and the other for data (data and dataack ).

change in a given circuit does not affect the circuit outputs.

The timing diagram shown in Fig.2.a defines the synchro-

They are well used for traditional multi-level combinational

nization protocol between the handshakes for the case of

circuit optimizations. One of the representative approaches

writing data into the slave.

using permissible functions is transduction method [4], [6].

Fig.2.b shows the Petri Net (PN) corresponding to the tim-

The transduction method optimizes the circuit by sharing

ing diagram of the controller. All events in this PN are in-

common gates, substituting gates, and operating the routing

terpreted as signal transitions: a rising transition of signal a

while making redundancy through putting wires and remov-

is labeled with “a+” and a falling transition with “a−”. We

ing them such that the resulting circuit is optimized.

also use the notation a∗ if we are not specific about the sign

In this paper, we extend the transduction method for asyn-

of the transition. PNs with such an interpretation are called

chronous SI controllers. To realize it, we propose a framework

Signal Transition Graphs (or STGs) [1] (Fig.2.c). STGs are

of our optimization method including how to calculate per-

typically represented in a “shorthand” form, where places

missible functions and which transformations are acceptable

with one input and one output arc are implicit.

for hazard-free asynchronous SI circuits. In fact, we focus on

An STG transition is enabled if all its input places contain

only asynchronous SI controllers because the data path part

a token. In the initial marking {p1, p2} of the STG in Fig.2.c,

will be handled by using traditional approaches applied for

transition add+ is enabled. Every enabled transition can fire,

the multi-level combinational circuits.

removing one token from every input place of the transition

Fig.1 shows the proposed optimization flow based on the
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ADDR
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of a logic circuit implementation. A consistent SG satisfies

add add_ack data data_ack
states in
CSC conflict

0*0 0 0
add+

the CSC property if for every pair of states with the same

1 0 0*0

binary codes the set of output events enabled in both states

data+
1 0*1 0*
add_ack+
data_ack+

(a)
p1

p2

add_ack−

p6

data_ack−

add+

p8

data+
p4

p5

add_ack+

p1

p8

p9

p3

add−

add_ack−

data−

data_ack−
add+
p3

add−

p2

p9
data−

data+

p7

p6
data_ack+

p4
add_ack+

(b)

p7
p5
data_ack+

is the same. Pairs of states s, s0 that violate the CSC condi-

1*1 1 0*
1 0*1*1
add−
data−
0 1*1 0*
1*1 1*1
1 0*0 1*
data_ack−
add_ack−
0 0 1 0*
0 1*1*1
1*1 0 1*
1 0*0 0
data_ack+
add_ack+
0 0 1*1
0 1*0 1*
1*1 0 0
data−
add−
ER(data−)
0 0 0 1*
0 1*0 0
data_ack−

tion are said to be in CSC conflict (binary codes 100*0 and
10*00 in Fig.2.d).

add_ack−

The following important statement was proved in [1]: an

(d)

(c)

Fig. 2 Simple asynchronous interface: (a) timing diagrams, (b)
PN, (c) STG, (d) SG

STG can be implemented by a speed-independent circuit if it
is consistent and output-persistent.
2. 3 Target Circuit Structure

and adding one token to every output place. After the firing
of transition add+ the token moves to a new marking, {p3},
where data+ becomes enabled.
The set of all signals in an STG is partitioned into a set
of inputs, which come from the environment, and a set of
output and state signals that must be implemented.

If previously discussed conditions are satisfied one can produce an SI circuit out of an STG in which each signal a will
be implemented in a = S + R ∗ a form, where R and S are set
and reset gate functions respectively. This way of implementation is known as generalized C-element implementation (or
gC-implementation simply).

3. Calculation of Permissible Functions

2. 2 State Graph
Playing the token game for the reachability analysis on the

3. 1 Permissible Functions

given STG, one can generate a State Graph (SG) in which
each node (a marking) is labeled with a vector of signal values (signals that can change in the state are marked with an
asterisk) and arcs between pairs of states are labeled with
the corresponding fired transition.
Excitation region and quiescent region. A maximally
connected set of states in which a∗ is enabled is called an excitation region (ER) for event a∗ (denoted by ER(a∗), e.g. the
shadowed set of states in Fig.2.d corresponds to ER(data−)).
Excitation regions in an SG correspond to transitions in the
STG. b∗ is called a trigger event wrt a∗ if in SG firing b∗ from
some state s enters excitation region ER(a∗). In an STG triggering a∗ by b∗ implies the existence of direct causal relations
between a∗ and b∗, i.e., either b∗ → a∗ or they are mediated
by a place. All other states not in ER(a∗) are stable states
for a which is called quiescent region (denoted as QR(a∗)).
Signal consistency. An SG is consistent if in every transition sequence from the initial state, rising and falling transitions alternate for each signal. Fig.2.d shows the SG for the
STG in Fig.2.c, which is consistent.
Implementability conditions. In addition to consistency, the following two properties are required for an SG
to be implementable as a hazard-free asynchronous circuit.
The first property is speed independence which reduces to
output-persistency of SG events. An event a∗ is persistent in
a state s if it is enabled in s and remains enabled in any other
state reachable from s by firing another event b∗. An SG is
output-persistent if all output signal events are persistent in
all states and input signals cannot be disabled by outputs.
The second implementability property, Complete State
Coding (CSC), is necessary and sufficient for the existence

Permissible functions, defined for each net and gate output, represent a set of logic functions in which a change on
the functions does not affect the circuit outputs. It means
that permissible functions reflect don’t care space for the
circuit structure. Based on permissible functions we can optimize the circuit.
According to [6], the calculation of permissible functions
consists of the following two steps.
1

Calculation of logic values for each gate and net by


assigning truth values for the primary inputs (Fig.3.a and b)
2


Calculation of permissible functions for each logic

and net starting from circuit outputs to the primary inputs
(Fig.3.b and c)
After all of the logic values are calculated (Fig.3.b), the
permissible functions are derived assigning possible don’t
care for each logic value. In an OR gate, all of the inputs
must be 0 if the output is equal to 0, however if the output
is equal to 1, one of its inputs must be 1 while others can
be either 0 or 1 (i.e., don’t care, denoted by ∗). For example in Fig.3.b, the permissible functions of the inputs of OR
gate,w1 and b, are 00**01*1 and 00110*1*. Following to the
same consideration for AND gate, we can get the permissible
functions of Fig.3.a respectively (see Fig.3.c).
In some cases, a gate (or a net) has several candidates of
the permissible functions. For example in Fig.3.c, there is
another possibility of the permissible functions for w1 and b.
I.e., the last element of w1 can be ∗ while the last one of b is 1
(00**01** and 00110*11). To calculate all of the candidates
requires much computation time with bigger memory space,
therefore we concentrate on only a partial set of permissible functions called Compatible Set of Permissible Function
—3—
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(b)

(a)

c

out 0011

b

w1 00**01*1
a 00***1*1
c ****01*1

out
00110111

b 00110*1*
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the next state value
for the current state
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a
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0000
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1111

ER(out+)
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1111
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Fig. 3 Calculation of permissible functions

Should not assign don’t cares
for these vectors
out 00**

out 0011
a

(CSPF).

w1

1010

1111

a

10**

c

00**

b

1111

w1

1111

[out]

3. 2 Calculation

of

Permissible Functions

for

c

0000

b

1111

Asynchronous SI Circuits
In addition to the previous procedures, three requirements

[out]

0000

00**

(c)

Fig. 4 Calculation of permissible functions for asynchronous SI
circuit

exist for the calculation of permissible functions in asynchronous SI controllers.
1

Cut off all feedback loops

2



g1

01**

G(g2)
011*

G(g1)
01**

g1

Assignments of truth values from the corresponding


SG
3


g2

Assignments of don’t care except ERs

011*

g2

Looking through an asynchronous SI circuit, it contains

g1 can be substituted by g2

feedback loops because it describes a sequential machine. To

Fig. 5 An illustration of gate merge

prevent the iterative calculation caused by these loops, we
cut all of such loops as in Fig.4.a before the calculation of
logic values.

The gate merge algorithm allows sharing of two gates g1
and g2 if the conjunction of their CSPFs G(g1) and G(g2)

Due to the nature of sequential machine, the logic values

is not empty and one includes the other. For instance, if

on the outputs represent the next state value corresponding

G(g1) ⊃ G(g2), g1 is substituted by g2 because G(g2) is

to the current state (i.e., a vector of signal values corresponds

included in G(g1) (see Fig. 5).

to a state in SG). Therefore, the truth values of the signals
directly come from the corresponding SG (see Fig.4.b).

According to [7], a gate g(ai ∗) in asynchronous SI controllers is generated such that the following three conditions

The last requirement exists in the don’t care assignment.
In asynchronous SI circuits, a timing of signal changes in a
non-input signal (i.e, an output or a state signal) is represented as ER on SG. Since an ER is configured from states satisfying speed independent preserving sets which are necessary
and sufficient for hazard-free asynchronous SI circuits [3], assignments of don’t care to ERs may lead some hazardous

are satisfied (such a gate is called monotonous cover). Note
g(ai ∗) corresponds to the i-th transition of signal a.
• g(ai ∗) covers all states of ER(ai ∗)
• g(ai ∗) changes at most once in any trace of states inside ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗)
• g(ai ∗) does not cover any reachable state outside
ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗)

behavior. Therefore, to preserve this timing condition, we

In order to prevent erroneous transformations, we must

should not assign don’t care value for any state in ER. This

check the relations of these conditions and the calculated

must be considered not only gates which are immediately

CSPFs. Since the calculated CSPFs have don’t care assign-

followed by output signals but also all of the internal gates

ments, the above conditions are modified as follows (suppose

and nets. Fig.4.c shows the calculation result of permissible

g1 is substituted by g2 here).

functions.

1

4. Transduction Method for Asynchronous
SI Circuits

2

called gate merge algorithm, while extending it for hazard-

g2 changes at most once in any trace of states inside


ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗) covered by g1
3

In this paper, we focus on an algorithm shown in [4],

g2 covers all states of ER(ai ∗) covered by g1




g2 does not cover any reachable state outside

ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗) covered by g1 if such a state is not don’t
care

free asynchronous SI controllers.

−16−
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4


g2 has the same logic value in all states where g1 is

constant and g2 is don’t care

Input: An SI circuit and the corresponding SG
Output: An SI circuit after gate merge

constant in G(g2), hence g2 covers all ERs covered by g1 (i.e.,

begin
calculate CSPF G(gi) for all i using SG
while network is changed do
foreach gi, gj of gates and i > j do
if logic values of gi and gj, F (gi) and F (gj), are the same /* case 1 */
disconnect all connection to gj and connect gi to all fanout gates of gj
recalculate CSPF G(gi) for all i
break
endif
if G(gi)⊃
=G(gj) and Case2 check in gi wrt gj /* case 2 */
disconnect all connection to gi and connect gj to all fanout gates of gi
recalculate CSPF G(gi) for all i
break
endif
if G(gj) ⊃ G(gi) and Case2 check in gj wrt gi /* case 2 */
disconnect all connection to gj and connect gi to all fanout gates of gj
recalculate CSPF G(gi) for all i
break
endif
N ewG = G(gi) ∩ G(gj) /* calculate CSPF for a new gate */
if N ewG =
| ∅ /* case3 */
if N ewG⊃
=F (gi) and Case3 check in gi wrt gj
disconnect all connection to gj and connect gi to all fanout gates of gj
recalculate CSPF G(gi) for all i
break
endif
if N ewG⊃
=F (gj) and Case3 check in gj wrt gi
disconnect all connection to gi and connect gj to all fanout gates of gi
recalculate CSPF G(gi) for all i
break
endif
N ew = {g|g ∈ {gi}, g is connectable to N ewG}
if N ewG ⊃ F (g) in N ew and Case3 check in g wrt gi and gj
disconnect all connection to gi, gj and connect g to all fanout
gates of gi, gj
recalculate CSPF G(gi) for all i
break
endif
endif
endforeach
endwhile
end

(1) and (4) are satisfied). Condition (3) is also satisfied be-

Fig. 6 Extended gate merge algorithm

Conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent to the monotonous
cover conditions, however, condition (3) is somewhat relaxed.
There may exist a state which is don’t care for g1 but covered
by g2, outside ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗). Although it violates the
monotonous cover condition, there is no hazardous behavior after the substitution because in such a state g1 is don’t
care. Condition (4) is additional one. If g1 is constant and
g2 is don’t care in a state, there is a possibility of hazardous
behavior if the logic value of g2 has opposit constant value.
From this reason, the condition (4) is required.
These conditions must be checked before the transformations. The check itself is classified into three cases based on
the relations of logic values and CSPFs between gates.
Case1: The logic values of both gates are equivalent. If logic values of two gates g1 and g2 are equivalent,
then we can merge both gates easily without caring anything
because in all states they has the same value. Hence, all conditions are satisfied.
Case2: G(g2)⊂
=G(g1) (or G(g1) ⊂ G(g2)). In the calculation of CSPFs, since we have never assigned don’t care
for ERs, these values are remained as constant. G(g2)⊂
=G(g1)
means that all states where G(g1) is constant is also the same

cause even if there is a state outside of ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗), it
is don’t care for g1, otherwise G(g2)⊂
=G(g1) is not satisfied,
For condition (2), we must check the states where G(g1) are

algorithm for asynchronous SI controllers is obtained (see
Fig.6).

constants but in QR and G(g2) with constants but in ER.

Example.

Fig.7.a shows an SG and Fig.7.b shows a

Under such a situation, the substitution of g1 by g2 may

part of the corresponding SI circuit.

lead another hazardous behavior because the state which is
stable for g1 will be enabled by g2, which implies a new

and g3 are neither G(g2)⊂
=G(g3) nor G(g2) ⊃ G(g3) and
the conjunction of them is not empty (G(g2) ∩ G(g3) =

transition within ER(ai ∗) ∪ QR(ai ∗). This is a violating case

11*100000000000000), this is in Case3 (condition (3) is sat-

of condition (2), hence we must prevent the substitution if

isfied).

G(g1) and G(g2) has such a relation.

Since CSPFs of g2

At first, we check whether the substitution of g3 by g2 is

In Case2, only the check of condition (2) is required before
the transformation. We call this check as Case2 check.

possible or not. For condition (1), we must check whether
g2 has the same value with respect to g3 in all states of

Case3: Other cases. In all other cases we must calcu-

ER(aout+) (these are s1(10011) and s2(10001) in Fig.7.a

late the conjunction of G(g1) and G(g2). If the conjunction

and b). For state s2, both G(g2) and G(g3) have the same

is not empty (i.e., condition (3) is satisfied, otherwise the

value. Even though G(g2) is don’t care in state s1, the

conjunction will be empty), we check whether the conjunc-

logic value itself is the same (it is simply checked because

tion is included by one of the CSPFs. Different from Case2,

g2 = rout ∗ ain ∗ rin covers 10011 and 10001). Hence, condi-

all of the conditions except condition (3) must be checked.

tion (1) is also satisfied. In addition, since there is no state

We call this check as Case3 check. If the conjunction of

where G(g3) is a constant and G(g2) is in ER, condition (2)

CSPFs exists but not covered by one of them, we create a

is also satisfied. Finally, since G(g2) has the same constant

new gate if its logic values are covered by that conjunction.

in all states where G(g3) is constant, condition (4) is also

Of course, we must check conditions (1), (2), and (4) for the

satisfied. Therefore, this substitution does not lead any haz-

newly created gate with respect to g1 and g2.

ardous behavior (see Fig.7.c).

Including these considerations, the extended gate merge
—5—
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aout
rin
rout
ain

00100
ain+

rin+

aout-

rout+

aout

s1s2s3s4s5..
G(g2)={ * 1 * 1 0 0000000000000}
01100

10100(s5)

00110

00000
csc

rout-

csc+

rin+

ain+

rout+

csc

aout-

01101

11100

rout-

1) Even though the optimization quality compared to

00010

rout-

csc+

G(g2)

rin-

U

01000

petrify may be not so big because petrify realizes gate-

G(g3)={11*100000000000000}
(b)

rin+
01001
ain-

rin+

11000

rin+

11101

csc+

00001
rin+

There are several considerations through the experiments.

g3

s1s2s3s4s5..
G(g3)={ 1 1 * * * 00000****0000}

csc+

To validate our transformation we verified the functionality and hazard-freeness using an SI verification tool versify.

g2

rout-

10010(s3)
aout+

11001
ain-

10000(s4)
csc-

sharing for the common gates during logic decomposition,

aout
rin
rout
ain

csc-

aout

our approach carries out the optimization globally without

g2

10011(s1)

aout+

introducing logic decomposition. In addition, our approach

csc
csc

carries out gate substitution based on CSPFs.

10001(s2)

2) But there is no interaction with technology mapping,

ER(aout+) covered by g3
Covered by g2

(c)

(a)

hence currently our approach may be useful as the postFig. 7 An example of gate substitutions

optimizer of technology mapped circuits. Hence, the application of our approach to the technology mapped circuits will

Table 1 Results of gC-implementations using gate merge
name

states

Original SI

Optimized SI

nodes lits. nodes

time

lits.

(sec.)

be the future task.

6. Conclusion

nak-pa

58

15

37

10

26

10.11

fifo

18

6

17

5

15

1.10

mp-forward

22

11

29

9

25

2.30

the resulting circuits after synthesis sometimes suffer from

pe-rcv

69

33

66

32

64

12.91

high area overhead. To solve this problem, we proposed an

ram-read

39

13

35

12

32

4.06

optimization method for asynchronous SI controllers using

alu1 si

116

27

52

23

46

23.18

the transduction method. The experimental results were encouraging in that on average the area reduction by our ap-

scsi

141

18

54

17

50

11.98

total

463

123

290

108

258

260.74

Because of the hazard-freeness in asynchronous circuits,

proach is about 12% in terms of the number of nodes (11%
wrt the number of literals). Finally, the algorithm discussed

On the other hand, suppose we check whether the substitution of g2 by g3 is possible or not. In this case we can see
a violation for condition (4) in state s5 (11101) where G(g2)
is constant 0 and G(g3) is don’t care. Different from g2, the
logic value of G(g3) in this state is constant 1, hence if we
substitute g2 by g3 we can meet a hazardous behavior in this
state. The substitution must be prohibited.

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we show the experimental results of our approach applying to the gC-implementations. The gate merge
algorithm is implemented using JAVA. It accepts both an
SG and the corresponding SI circuit as inputs and produces
optimized circuits. The environment of this experiment is
Windows98 with Pentium II (300MHz) processor.
Table1 shows the optimization results for gC-implementations
of benchmark circuits. The second column shows the number
of states in SGs. The third and forth ones show the number
of nodes and literals in the original SI circuit, and the five
and six ones show the result after optimization respectively.
The final column shows the calculation time.
The result shows that we can reduce 12% of the area with
respect to the number of nodes (11% wrt the number of literals) on average. This means that on the gC-implementations
there are several rooms for the optimization merging common
gates or substituting several similar gates.
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in this paper is implemented using JAVA.
As a future work, we will extend our approach for technology mapped circuits.
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